Typical QRCM report from the blood of a hematologically normal person. Typical QRCM report from a person with -thalassemia.
Typical QRCN report from a person with megaloblastic anemia.
The Red Cell Differential This part of the analysis results provides a partitioning of the sampled population of red cells into five subpopulations, providing the % of cells in each subpopulation along with the corresponding subpopulation mean cell volume, calibrated in femtoliters (fl), and the subpopulation mean cell hemoglobin content, calibrated in picograms (pg). The average (AVG) and the standard deviation (STD DEV) of cell size (MCV) and the hemoglobin content (MCH) are also provided for the entire population of red cells. The decision procedures applied to each individual red cell during analysis and compilation of this report have been previously described [2] . Target cells are detected by the presence of a 3 peaked absorbance profile, rather than the characteristic 2 peaked profile shown before.
Population Distributions.
The red blood cell measurement distributions provide a graphic or visual assessment of important cell measurements, as well as parameters of the various distributions. Distributions of individual cell size, hemoglobin, central pallor and shape are presented. For the univariate size, hemoglobin content, hemoglobin concentration, and pallor distributions, the descriptive statistics are the mean and standard deviation, provided as labeled values which are different in each plot, see Table I . For the bivariate distribution of hemoglobin and size, the eigenvalues (EV1 and EV2) and rotation (ROT) of the distribution in degrees around its centroid are provided, the centroid of this distribution is given by the MCV and MCH of the corresponding univariate distributions. The hemoglobin concentration distribution is a projection of the bivariate distribution of hemoglobin and size, along lines of constant slope, passing through the origin of the bivariate plot. Each line of constant slope, e.g. .32 or .34, represents a cell hemoglobin concentration, and the cells falling on that line in the bivariate space determine the height of the corresponding univariate hemoglobin concentration at that cell hemoglobin concentration level. For the shape distribution (circularity) the mode (MODE) and the skewness (SKW) are provided as descriptive parameters. The Diagnostic Profile. The Red Cell Differential and the statistics from Population Distributions provide highly descriptive information not previously available from routine red cell analyses. This information has significant diagnostic implications. The Diagnostic Profile condenses this information through the presentation of a ranked list containing some of the more commonly occurring blood conditions related to red cell disorders. The number in front of each diagnostic category indicates the closeness, or similarity, for the analyzed blood to the prototype for that category.
Presently, the similarity is computed from a subset of 6 measurement values obtained from the Population Distributions. These 6 measurements were chosen after performing a detailed study of patient blood samples of confirmed diagnosis.
The subset of 6 measurements, after transformation, define a measurement (or feature) vector; X = [ MCH, ln(CHSD2), ln(EV2), PAL, ROT, ln(SKW) I
and essentially summarize the blood analysis information in the ORCM report.
These measurements are used to compute the Mahalobinis distance in 6 space;
and thus provide a numerical assessment of the similarity of the blood analyzed to the prototypic categories. The numbers listed in front of each category indicate the similarity, d.. A small number indicates a close similarity for the blood analyzed t the blood condition listed. Additionally, as indicated above, the list is also sorted so that the most probable category is at the top and the least probable is at the bottom. The OTHER category in the list has a preset distance value of 3.50. This implies that a distance greater than 3.50 in this 6-space is considered non-similar to the standard categories listed, and automatically forces the OTHER category to the top of the list.
DISCUSS ION
Most of the routine measurement values available today in hematology for red cells are mean values, assuming the blood specimen represents one population of similar cells. Although, historically it has been recognized that there is significant diagnostic information in the morphology of red blood cells, these characteristics were only subjectively evaluated during hematological examination. With the exception of red cell size, there are no methods to rapidly obtain dispersion parameters. Subpopulation estimates are not available. In general, our ability to describe red blood cells has depended upon the sophistication of our observational and measurement apparatus. This new measurement system uses high-speed image processing and computer analysis to make multiple measurements on individual cells and identify and subcategorize cells on the basis of the measurements. This leads to more discriminating analytical parameters of population distributions, including dispersion parameters, to help in diagnosis. Also, these techniques have allowed for the first time, the measurement of sampled population distributions of cell hemoglobin concentration, the dispersion of which, as a new measurement value, i.e. CHSD (and also EV2), seems to be diagnostically significant.
